We prove a Hindman-type partition theorem for Baire partitions of [0, 1].
Introduction and statement of results
Hindman's theorem on finite sums [Hin] asserts that for every partition of the positive integers into finitely many classes there exist infinitely many positive integers such that all their finite sums (without repetition) belong to the same class.
In this note we investigate partitions of positive reals less than 1 into finitely many classes and ask whether there exist infinitely many reals with all their sums (finite or infinite, but without repetition) belonging to the same class. Of course, for an infinite sum this necessarily requires convergence. It is well known that the axiom of choice implies the answer to be no:
Theorem. Assuming the axiom of choice, there exists a partition [0, 1 ] = ¿z?0 \Jsrfx such that for every sequence (t¡)i&i of positive reals satisfying X],eNi, < 1 there exist infinite subsets I, J ç N such that 2~)/6/ h e ^ anc^ ^¡eJ li e ^x • Proof. A standard diagonalization argument, based on the fact that there exist continuum many sequences (t¡)i&i with ¿~^,eN t¡ < 1 and each such sequence admits continuum many distinct sums J2iel tt, / ç N. D Here we show that if Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory is consistent, so is consistent Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory plus "the answer to the above question is
YES."
As a matter of fact, we prove a somewhat more informative statement which in particular shows that the answer is always YES, provided the partition has been defined constructively. This is a Hindman-type partition theorem for Baire partitions of [0, 1 ] ; compare [GRS] .
As the referee pointed out to us, with respect to partitions into Borel sets the result can be deduced from the result of Galvin and Prikry that Borel sets are Ramsey [GP] . In fact, let ¿^°lx si ^e any convergent series of positive numbers. Since the mapping / -> 2~Z/g/ s¡ ™ continuous, a Borel partition R -s/Q U • • • U ¿/_, induces a Borel partition of ^(N).
By the Galvin-Prikry theorem, for some j e {0, ... , r -1} there is an infinite set K C~N such that S,e/ si G ¿V¡ for every infinite set I ç K . Now let (K¡)ieN be a sequence of disjoint infinite subsets of K, and let t¡ -¿^,keK sk ; then ¿,G/1¡ e sf. for every nonempty set / ç N. The Galvin-Prikry theorem has been conceptually generalized by dual Ramsey theorem of Carlson and Simpson [CS] . The Carlson-Simpson result has been strengthened by the authors [PV] ; however, also this strengthened version does not imply directly the theorem of this paper.
Shelah [She] has shown that "Consistency of ZF" implies "Consistency of ZF plus the axiom of dependent choices plus every set of reals has the property of Baire." Hence, the theorem admits the following corollary:
Corollary. If Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory is consistent, so is consistent ZermeloFraenkel set theory plus the axiom of dependent choices plus "for every partition [0, 1] = ssfQ U • • -\Js/r_x, where r e N, there exists a sequence (/,),eN and there exists j < r such that X],€/1¡ e srf, for all nonempty / ç N." D With the slightly stronger hypothesis that ZF plus "there exists an inaccessible cardinal" is consistent the corollary follows also from the result of Mathias [Math] that all subsets of 3°(N) are Ramsey in Solovay's model [Sol] . 
38(at + c, 5) C ^(ai + b, e) n 3 for every 0 < i < N.
Proof. An obvious induction on N : Assume that c and ¿'.have been constructed with respect to a0, ... , aN_-,. As 3 is dense open, the intersection 2 (~)38(aN_x A-c , ô') contains an open interval. Hence there exist ô > 0 and c e 38(c , ô') ç 38(b, e) such that (2) is satisfied for / = N -1 .
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We can assume that 38(c, ô) ç 38(c , ô') and thus (2) is still satisfied for / = 0, ... , N-2. D Lemma B. Let sé be a set of positive reals having the property of Baire. Assume that B(0, e) n s/ is nonmeager for every e > 0. Then there exists a sequence of positive reals such that ¿~2ieN tj < 1 and such that ^2ie, ti e srf for every nonempty / ç N.
Proof. As sf has the property of Baire, it can be written as j/ = (tf\Jf) U (Jt\cf) for some open set tf and some meager set Jf . Let 3¡-t be dense open sets such that Jf ç R\ f|/€N 3¡¡.
Without loss of generality we can assume that 3i+x c 3¡i. Note that 38( §, e) n tf / 0 for every e > 0. Let tQ < {-and let 0 < £0 < ' be such that ¿8it°0,e0)ccf.
By induction on « there exist positive reals t", 0 < i < « and there exists £., > 0 such that^( lX>e«)^nf or every nonempty / ç {0,...,«}. We perform the inductive step: Consider the ball ^(0,en).
As tf n &(0, e") / 0 there exist t and £ such that t,s) Qtf n^(0,£ ).
By Lemma A there exists t"n++x e 38(t, e) and there exists S0 > 0 such that tn"X\ > à0) Q &(t, e) and such that for all / ç {0, ...,«}, where Xwga *" = 0 by definition.
By induction on /, using Lemma A, there exist tn*_-and ô +1 > 0 for ; = 0, ... , n such that ^(^' , ôj+x) ç 38(fn_j, Sj) and such that *(E*/+Cl.'/t.)sflL+.n^(Eí + <-P^)
for all I ç {0, ... ,n-j -1}. This is a kind of canonizing theorem. With respect to Borel partitions a stronger result has been achieved in [PSV] 
